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Our new science corner is
taking shape. This is
aimed at increasing our
ability to deliver the
national curriculum to
school children. Elaine
has been the person in
charge of designing it. It
may get more
development when we see
how schools react. There
are experiments but
these had to be modified as the first school party destroyed them. Sadly not all
schools are supervised or behave in the way that we would wish. We want them to
have fun learning, but behave appropriately.
The snow didn't delay the works
to the locks, but the ice
prevented boats from using the
canal and made clearing the
fencing harder. The spider crane
is loading pallets of fencing into a
boat for the journey to the
bottom car park, and a lorry.

That is Chris with his head
in the box, please send your
suggestions for a caption!
He is repairing the controls
of the lift model.

AGM on 7 PM 24th May at
the BoilerHouse.
Visit the website for agenda and minutes. Or request a posted version. From Cathy
our Chairman.

Chairman's Notes
by Cathy Fleming
We were all saddened to hear that
Mike Cooper, a staff member who
produced all the minutes for FIPT Council
of Management minutes passed away in
February. Many of Mike’s colleagues
attended his funeral and a celebration of
his life was held at the Foxton Locks Inn.
I would like to give thanks to Chris
Graves for the time he has spent on being
the FIPT Treasurer. He has produced a
lot of interesting facts and is only
resigning due to ill health.
Also a welcome to Neil MacDonald
who has taken over as Treasurer and to
Neil’s wife Irene who has volunteered to
organise the fundraising for FIPT.
In January when the Museum was closed,
the shop was extended and made into a
brighter area. This seems to attract
more people from outside the Museum to
come in and see what the shop has to
offer. We are now selling a varied
selection of other goods, including picnic
blankets and more items for children, for
example, kaleidoscopes.
Everybody has worked very hard to
achieve this and the shop looks
spectacular.
A new exhibit the Bolinder engine is
installed in the Museum (ex-Abbey Park
pumping station, ex NB Jaguar) and an
audio/video created for this.
The locks closed in February for the
installation of five pairs of new gates.
This is now quite a High-Tec affair with a
special ‘spider’ crane lifting the old gates
out and installing the new ones, which are
then adjusted to fit (every lock being
slightly different.) People are fascinated
to see the drained-down staircase flight
actually looking like

a staircase
(although Health &
Safety means security fencing normally
prevents close access). There was an
open weekend on 10th and 11th February,
when the public were allowed down into
the empty chambers, and CRT staff and
volunteers explained the intriguing
engineering and construction which is
normally underwater. 200 year old
brickwork is still solid, and one can only
marvel at the skill of those engineers and
navvies who worked solely with picks,
shovels, barrows and buckets.
The open weekend was also profitable for
the Museum.
The Foxton Locks Festival team have
been having a lot of meetings to organise
the Festival which takes place on 16th and
17th June 2018. We have a headline act on
the 16th – King King. This Glasgow Band
are saluted as The Best Blues- Rock Band
in the World (Blues Rock Review). We
understand they have a lot of followers in
this area. On the 17th we have another
great act, the Rutles, a Multimillion
selling act from the creator of Spamalot,
Bonzo Dog Band and Monty Python.
We are running the Fun Dog Show
again this year and the sponsors are Pets
at Home, Market Harborough.
As always we are hoping for good
weather for the Festival.
We always need Volunteers to help
out at the Festival and if you are
interested in assisting please contact me
– Cathy Fleming, e mail
cathy.fipt@gmail.com and I can provide
you with more information on the
Volunteer roles available.

Sadly this issue reports several
obituaries. Some will be better known
than others but they have all contributed
in some way to the canals or the success
of the Trust:
Roy Nichols rang the other day to say
his wife Pam has died -88. She had had
dementia for several years. He is in the same
home, but still OK at 92, and sounded in good
spirits. He still takes an interest in all things
Foxton, and says he looks forward to Informer.
Roy was heavily involved with the design of the
restored BoilerHouse we now use as the
Museum.

tear in the aorta. I know Colin was quite active
for a while in Foxton related matters - but you,
or Mary, may know more about that than I
do. PS. The day before he became ill we went
to Foxton on Sunday 25th Feb(or whatever the
date of the Sunday around there was) and
visited the new museum of which Colin
thoroughly approved. He managed to walk
from bottom to top of locks via the museum in
stages, though he had to resort to the
wheelchair after that effort.”

All of this sad news makes me think,
perhaps we should all consider leaving a
little something to FIPT in our wills? We
have a few things in and around the
Colin Muge, 16.2.46 - 21.3.18.
museum brought about by the passing of
one of Foxton’s friends. A great way to
Rosemary Colin’s wife provided the following: commemorate your involvement.
With all of the changes to personnel
“We had our first boat a converted ships
lifeboat, Lucina, bought from friends for a few I have to apologise if your Plane
Informer or other trust communications
hundred pounds in 1984 and we cruised the
have been a bit delayed or poorly
managed. We have some brilliant new
Cam and nearby waterways. We also hired
people, (still space for more) and
narrowboats and cruised the canal system from
hopefully all of the kinks will be ironed
1975 onwards. We bought Frenchlands a
out soon. Please let me know if anything
narrow boat in about 1989 and moored her at has happened to spoil the experience of
being a member of FIPT.
Welford marina. We toured canal system
On a much more positive note, I now
extensively from then on but never lived on the look forward to the Festival and other
events being organised and to seeing the
boat. We later bought a new narrow boat
new exhibition now in planning but soon to
which we called Frenchlands II, which we had
be put into reality.
lengthened to 70ft and turned into The Floating
Bookshop - second hand books only- which we Don’t forget the AGM on 24th May
took to festivals and often moored at the top of
I am in the museum most Saturday
Foxton. We sold books from it for 6 years. We afternoons, 1.30pm - 3.30pm, so please
do pop in and make yourself known to me.
then dispensed with the books but carried on
boating, still moored at Welford. We moved
Cathy
house to Nottingham in 2008 and no longer
moored at Welford. In 2015 we sold our boat
and gave up boating because, after several
years of problems, Colin had been diagnosed
with Parkinson's. Although his Parkinson's had
got worse, he died from an aortic dissection - a

Mike Coopers
By Mike Beech
A great colleague at work, and a friend.
In 1998, it was decided we needed
a front of house assistant for Foxton
Canal Museum. Mike was one of a
number of candidates to apply for the
job, he outshone them all.
He wrote the following words in a note
to the committee probably 10 years ago
and I found it in a computer file whist
looking for the date Mike started with
us he wrote:“I saw the vacancy posted at the Job
Centre at a time when my professional work

tweaked the words to make them sit

was a bit thin following the closure of HP Foods better on the page. We worked well
together, our house magazine has not
in Market Harborough. I imagined that I would
been as well proof read since he left us.
be pottering around doing odd jobs, but soon
I imagine him sitting on a cloud
learned that I was to run the Museum for two
somewhere correcting the work of great
days each week! The work was so agreeable
writers, and doing it without offending
that, when I subsequently worked on a number anyone. Mike proved to be conscientious
of ‘professional’ interim assignments I tried to

hard working and amiable. In 1999 he

keep the Museum days free. I have since

became a very efficient minute taker for

‘retired’ from the ‘professional’ work.”
His professional work was “food
scientist” and we had some interesting
chats about making the best Baked Beans
or which brand of cranberry jelly to
purchase. Mike would have taken this

document, proof read it checked the
accuracy, improved the grammar and

the Foxton Committee, kept the records
of what and who needed to do things and
helped keep the place clean and tidy. In
fact we didn’t realise just how much he
did until he had to step down due to ill
health.
Mike soon took on the additional job title

of Administrative Assistant. He did some
archiving work.

Mike Also had a great sense of hummer

not being bothered when lock keepers
gave him the nickname of Marigold, as he
always put on his yellow washing up gloves
in the morning whilst doing some cleaning.
He referred to B and M bargains as Bum
Bargains and whilst never laughing out
loud he often had a smile on his face
when making an innocent sounding
comment which you then realised was
actually a great joke.
On our behalf he became Minutes
Secretary for Foxton Locks Partnership.
He took his role very seriously and kept
us all up to date and on our toes.
He loved his beer, never too much of
it that we saw, it was the taste and the
quality that Mike liked. He also loved
trams and I believe they featured in his
choice of a holiday or two.
Several Trust members attended
Mike’s cremation. I had been asked to
say a few words but arrived without my
notes and had to add lib, everyone smiled

when I suggested Mike had taken them to
proof read. Our former President and
Chairman David Stevenson intended to be
there but the snow made his long journey
impractical. Cathy read his words at the
wake:

“Mike acted as our Minute
Secretary and, as someone who has
chaired many committees over the

years, I can honestly say that he was
the best I ever had. His work was
always accurate and contained the
essence of all our discussions and was
summed up with a clarity that ensured
that everyone was fully aware of the
decisions made and the action to be
taken.”
As a result, if you needed further
information, Mike C was your first port
of call – that is if Mike B had not
already provided it!
Mike Cooper was generally the
quiet member of Committee, that is
until brought into the discussion, when
he made major contributions, which
illustrated his extensive knowledge of
Foxton and its history. He was a strong
supporter of all the Trust activities and
I could always rely on him for advice
and assistance with events and
exhibitions, where Mikes B and C
provided a firm base for the teams.
We shall miss his gentle good
humour and I shall remember him for
his long time support when I was
Chairman and not least for our efforts
to outdo each other over grammar and
spelling!
Our condolences go out to Sylvia,
who gave him strength at all times and
especially in recent months.

So I should like you to raise your
glasses to Mike Cooper, friend,
colleague and dedicated member of
the Trust, who would indeed have
enjoyed having a pint with us,
especially if it was ‘Inclined Plane’.
Well maybe he has got a glass of that
same heavenly liquor up there!”

bringing the family grounded to a halt on

the humpbacked bridge over the incline
bottom canal. Our Committee member
Derek Harris accepted an invitation to
perform some canal songs and the event
turned into a good celebration of Mike’s
life.
Donations were made to FIPT in lieu
of flowers totalling over £500.00

Afterwards we were invited to the

including gift aid.

Foxton Locks Inn. Due to the cold
weather we were given the use of the
better heated main dinning space which
looks over the canal and an excellent

We all miss you Mike, hope the beer
is good wherever you are.
Cheers

buffet was provided. There was a bit of a
hitch when the stretched Jaguar limo

Boats stranded at the top lock waiting to go down, had to wait for the canal to thaw
as well.

Penny’s Piece
by Penny Arscott
We have been very busy over the Winter period in the
Museum and amongst other things - we have completed a
makeover of the Museum Shop.
It now has about 50% more space to
use for displaying items we want to sell,
it’s a lot brighter and more inviting than
it ever was before - and to boot we have
greatly increased the range of products
we are selling and ‘pinched’ some good
ideas from things we have seen in other
similar shops including the National Trust.
What’s the idea? – Well one of my
main aims is to get the Museum to be as
much as possible self financing and if we
can increase the sales through the shop
this will help me achieve this.
What can you all do to help – well
come along and visit and treat yourself.

Easters poor weather didn't help visitor
numbers and some of the electronic
displays took that moment to fail, but we
have those fixed now ready for the
summer.

Out back of the Museum . . .
Well I must say it’s never looked so
tidy and organised.
Neil got the keys to the main shed
the other day and completely tidied and
sorted it out. In addition it now has a
humidifier installed to keep our collection
of exhibits in good shape.
The Staff toilet has been
refurbished, new ‘facility’, hot water
basin and a coat of paint – very posh!
Neil and Mike installed a new small
wooden tool-shed recently so that we can
find things when we do these essential
repairs to keep the Museum in good
shape. It also removed the tools from the
“Shed” which is now the main store for
our collections and must be kept free of
all other junk.

A special mention to Elaine’s husband
We have great things for the
Andy (Elaine is our relatively new museum
children to buy and a whole host of things
assistant), who occasionally visits on the
to interest the grown ups too.
days that Elaine is working – He’s been
We have also added lots of items to the
amazing and has tidied up and completely
displays having dug them out of storage. reorganised the area at the back door.
The Bolinder is now properly displayed
He’s also tidied up the banking at the
and hanging above that tis the Percy
front of the Museum too!
Blandford canoe which once paddled
It’s all looking so spick and span –
across Harborough’s town square. Other
Thanks Andy.
objects will form the backbone of our
Now we just have to keep it that way
next temporary display, Holiday Boating.
– I guess that’s the hard part.

The refurbished shop
and counter is a bit
difficult to photograph
as the very bright
display shelves with
their new lighting is such
a contrast to the dark
wood. It looks much
better in real life, come
and have a look.
We have hung the canoe
from the ceiling, a much
harder operation than
expected. We had
rented a scaffold tower
to sort out a few jobs
which we couldn't reach,
one was the flag pole
outside but the weather
put that idea to rest.
Mike, Chris and Penny
got the canoe into place
with a bit of swearing
and Mike getting
covered in cement dust
whilst drilling the holes.

Treasurers Tattles
New Name for Fundraising…
We now have a new name looking
after fundraising for the Trust! – Yes,
after many years of hard work during
which time she has raised thousands for
the Trust Ann Bushby is handing over the
fundraising reigns to Irene MacDonald.
It’s a great big thankyou to you Ann
for all your hard work – The money you
have raised over the years has in no small
way helped sustain the work of the Trust
Yes, operating the Canal Museum @
- You’re a real star!
The
Boilerhouse,
making visitors aware of
I recognise that name (MacDonald) I
our history and improving the visitor
hear you say!
experience at Foxton Locks is what the
No it’s not just a coincidence -Irene Foxton Inclined Plane Trust is all about
is married to Neil, for her sins.
and we are continuing to grow and attract
Irene organised her first Fundraising new visitors, which is great news.
event over the Easter weekend, just
However, lets just take a breath and
outside the Museum, with three small
reflect on money for just a moment . . .
tabletop activities - Despite the terrible
Operating the Museum is expensive,
weather she was able to raise £197,
all and all it costs around £150 per day
which was great.
every day whether we are open or closed.
A program of fundraising is being
planned so keep an eye on the website for Yep – that’s expensive!
more details . . .
With visitors entry charges and the
The Foxton Locks Festival continues profit from the shop we usually cover in
to be headed up by Ann and her festival
the region of 75% of the Museum
committee and as everyone knows this
operating cost. Balancing the books is
event just continues to grow every year
achieved principally by Fundraising and
and becomes more and more successful.
most importantly from our main annual
fundraising event the Foxton Locks
Irene will be working with Ann and
Festival.
intends to have a FIPT fundraising
Gazebo at the Festival, so please pop over
and say hello or better still get in touch if
you would like to help with Fundraising for
the Trust. Irene’s email is
weespud@msn.com

You probably all know that this event
is run completely by volunteers led by the
Festival Director, Ann Bushby.
Preparations for this year’s Festival
started in August 2017, Ann and her team
do a fantastic job organising the Festival,
and are always looking for more
volunteers.

Money! – The Canal Museum / Foxton
Locks Festival
So if you you’ve not been involved but
Come and visit the Canal Museum at
the BoilerHouse – We have increased the would like to be please get in touch – you’ll
be very welcome.
number of exhibits, included new
attractions for our younger visitors and
improved the shop area, there are lots of Neil MacDonald - Treasurer
new goodies to tempt you!

The Best Engineer?
Responses to the article in the last informer.
Issue 142 of 'Informer' and nothing
from Dave Goodwin? Not an unknown
circumstance, but certainly rare 'back in
the day' So when THIS engineer spots
Mike's question, he feels compelled to
respond. . .
In fact I had already started - upon
reading 142 I see I scribbled the word
'Bicycle' beneath then read on.
Confused? I'm afraid one can argue the
toss about 'Who' for ever - obviously in
my mind I had chosen to focus on the
'What' - the invention - rather than the
man, coming down in favour of the humble
push-bike.
Just like they say it was a brave man
who ate the first oyster - it was a braver
man who mounted the first Penny
Farthing. Trouble is, there was a queue, a
whole slew in fact, of people rattling
their bones before and after that
glorious day which eventually led us to
2018 technology.
So sorry Mike, if 'Who' and 'What'
both come out unresolved, I will still try
and answer your question. You see I like
'Why' better anyway.
And the answer to 'Why' is that all
great men are competitive in the
extreme. Trying to compare Juan Manuel
Fangio with Jim Clark or Lewis
Hamilton is difficult. Different eras,
different rules, comparisons are
pointless, impossible.
Colin Arthur Bruce Chapman is my hero
- the design boss of Lotus if you're not
sure, but the arguments about the
technicalities abound. Space frame
chassis, glass fibre bodywork, engine
behind driver et al. Nit pickers will point
to others who got in first - but in
combination?
His cars tackled all the great races Formula One, Indy 500, Le Mans 24
Hours and came out on top. I particularly
liked the incident when the French
scrutineers declared the cockpit of his

Indice de Performance car as being too
narrow. He did no more, grasping the
offending article he sawed off an inch an INCH mark you - before returning
same to it's shoulder-shrugging
apoplectic official.
D.G

Mary Matts wrote:
Favourite engineer? My
father.
He didn’t do anything dramatic, or
newsworthy, or that will endure for
hundreds of years; he was just one of
those forgotten army of jobbing
engineers whose work went on without
anybody taking much notice. I am not
even sure what he had really done; by the
time I was conscious of it he was an
engineer for Post Office Telephones in
the manual exchange just up the road,
where the constant clattering
mechanisms were fascinating for a child.
However, everything he did was with
executed with great precision, patience
and skill, whether technical drawings,
models, calculations, astronomy,
photography or writing.
In the 1970s, when we had constant
water shortages in the canal, British
Waterways stock excuses were
“evaporation” and “the cows are drinking
it”, so Dad calculated the evaporation
rate over the 20 mile summit level, and
came to the conclusion the temperature
would have to be about 150C to account
for it! Even allowing for the average cow
drinking 8 gallons a day.
(A distant ancestor was George
Graham, a clockmaker who mentored John
Harrison in his work on longitude, which
radically changed navigation for the
better. Himself mentored by the more
famous clockmaker Thomas Tompion – a
frequent mention on Antiques Roadshow -

Graham is buried with him in
Westminster Abbey). A huge old leather
-covered oak desk in the back bay window
was the domain where Dad spent all his
spare time.
His father had been sent out to do
the Ordnance Survey of Ceylon, where
Tom was born, but had caught malaria
and been invalided out, after which he
spent his time in the British Library
Reading Room, where he teamed up with
the gentleman who developed the
‘universal language’ Esperanto. Although
it never really caught on, Tom inherited
the interest, and another of my
childhood memories is of bashing out
nonsense on his Oliver No 4 Esperanto
typewriter. He attended meetings of the
Esperanto Society in London until well
into his 80s and no longer confident to do
battle with the Underground. His
greatest claim to fame is that somebody
sent a letter from Australia addressed
to Mr.Wackrill (admittedly an unusual
name) Esperantist, England… and it got to
him. Desk, typewriter and language are
kept going by my brother, and will be
passed on to his son and grandson.
Being adopted quite late in their
lives, I unfortunately have no recollection
of Tom’s early work, and he was not of a
generation that talked much. (My
husband later said of him that he would
listen quietly to all the arguments around
him, then come up with the answer.) I
admit that in adolescence I was driven
insane by his slow meticulous approach to
everything - and his picking up of any nut,
bolt, nail, screw or washer discarded in
the street. Now I wish I had a fraction
of his patience and discipline. Needless
to say he was fascinated by the Inclined
Plane, ever since we first came across it
in during a boating holiday in 1966, when
it was totally forgotten and
unrecognised, and also designed (for his

own amusement) a system of wheels
underneath boats to overcome all those
bits where the bottom is too near the
top, and to navigate derelict canals.
So three cheers for Tom, and the
thousands like him who have been and
gone and unobtrusively helped shape our
lives and surroundings.

If you really meant a famous
engineer;

I’ll go for Benjamin Outram. Less
well-known than some of his
contemporaries, he worked on a lot of
canals, and the tramways (predecessors
of the railways) that linked them with
the mines, quarries etc that they were
built to serve. His first job was on the
Cromford canal, and included a long
tunnel at Butterley. This uncovered
ironstone and coal seams, leading to
Outram founding the Butterley
Ironworks Company. It went on to
produce rails and huge amounts of iron
goods for the industrial revolution and
beyond (only closing in 2009.) Their first
ever cast iron aqueduct was on the Derby
canal, pre-dating Telford and his more
spectacular efforts. Other canals
Outram was involved with included the
Peak Forest, which features the
magnificent aqueduct at Marple, the
Ashton, and the Huddlesfield Narrow, on
which the 3-mile tunnel under the
Pennines at Standedge is the longest,
highest and deepest underground on the
system.
In South Wales the hills were an
obstacle to canal building, so Outram
constructed many miles of tramways
linking the iron works and coal mines to
the nearest waterway. His Penydarren
became famous as the place where
Richard Trevithick successfully ran the
world’s first ever steam locomotive in
1804. Likewise in the Crich area, his

extensive industrial tramways are now
remembered in the National Tramway
Museum, and bits of the Ticknall tramway
can be found at Calke Abbey and
surroundings. At Blisworth, on the Grand
Union, the tunnel presented problems,
and Outram built a vital tramway
connecting the two ends so that goods
could be transhipped during the long
years of construction. This survives as
the horse-path walking route over the
top, and has been interpreted with
boards and sculptures by the Stoke

Bruerne Canal Partnership.
I am sure that had he lived a
hundred years later, he would have been
appointed to design and build the Inclined
Plane at Foxton. As it is, the Butterley
Company he founded built the logical
successor to Foxton: the stunning Falkirk
Wheel boat lift in Scotland, opened in
2002, and the last major engineering
structure constructed on our waterways.
So cutting edge technology spanning the
centuries.

Obituary: Sir Frank Price
By Mary Matts
Sir Frank Price was chairman of British
Waterways from 1968 - when it fully
emerged as an entity out of the British
Transport Commission - and remained so
for a record 16 years. Brought up in
extreme poverty in the slums of
Birmingham, he was a staunch socialist,
and rose through the ranks of local
government to become Lord Mayor of
that city, being responsible for the
major redevelopment of the 1960s for
which he received his knighthood. He
went on to oversee amongst other things
the development of Telford new town in
Shropshire. When Barbara Castle asked
him to chair British Waterways he
confessed he knew nothing about canals,
but it was his ethos that whatever he
did, it would be to the best of his ability,
and threw himself into finding out.
Unhappy with the heavy old work boat he
was allocated to explore the system, he
acquired a stylish wooden cruiser which
was named Telford. (I wondered if it was
named for the town: the different bits
which were incorporated, such as
Wellington and Dawley, all wanted it

named after
them, so to
stop the
arguments, a
completely new
name was
chosen, commemorating the famous
engineer.) But apparently not.
Frank joked that his parents chose
his name well, as he was renowned for
speaking his mind, which did not always
go down well, and he was often in conflict
with both his colleagues and the bodies
he had to deal with. Facing hostility
from waterway campaigners, he went out
of his way to cultivate them, and
convince them he was not ‘the enemy’.
Arguably he dragged the waterways
out of frightening decline and convinced
authorities who would much rather see
them obliterated that they had huge
value. He also championed freight on the
water, instigating the BACAT system of
barges aboard ships to cross the North
Sea and enter our system at Hull. (Our
camping narrow boats used to encounter

these craft on the Trent and found them
rather alarming.) Despite Frank’s lifelong
backing of trade unions, the dockers
refused to co-operate, and the scheme
ultimately ran into the sand. He
nevertheless proceeded with the
modernisation of the Sheffield and
South Yorkshire navigations to barge
standard, and never faltered in his
enthusiasm for canal transport.

“I’m not sure if I ever met him”, it is
certain they didn’t.

2019 marks the 50th anniversary of the
arm re-opening, and although actually
only designated as an un-navigable feeder
from the summit reservoirs in the
original plans, it is now a very vital and
vibrant part of the Leicester section.
OUCS have continued involvement over
When the Welford Arm – designated the years with, in partnership with
others, restoration of the lime kilns
a ‘Remainder’ waterway in Barbara
(recognised as of national importance)
Castle’s 1968 Transport Act - was
brought back to life by volunteers from and the development of a series of walks
the Old Union Canals Society, Sir Frank in the area, taking in historic features
such as the old mill site on the river Avon
was there on Telford to cut the ribbon,
by the lock. Walkers can then take a
and a (now rather faded) plaque on the
footbridge over the lock commemorates welcome rest on the recently installed
OUCS benches. An event is being
the event. He then took the boat on to
organised for the anniversary in May
Foxton, where it was moored in the
2019, when it is hoped to invite people
bottom basin for a week before going
who were there at the time, and all those
onto the next event. On his arrival to
collect it Tony Matts jokingly asked for a who have been involved and interested
since.
week’s mooring fee (much to the horror
of the minions.) In his strong
Birmingham accent Frank just said
straightaway “Fair enough boy”, and took
the money out of his pocket. He was one
of those people who if somebody says
Sir Frank Price at
the wheel of his
cruiser Telford.
It has been said
that as he drove
out to cut the
ribbon it fowled
the propeller!

Mike’s Moan

- Editor Mike Beech

First let me apologise, I am slowly
cutting back my time spent at Foxton,
(especially when the sun is shining and
the chance to escape in boat or caravan
arises). This was responsible for the last
Informer not appearing on the website
until one of you pointed it out. I should
have made sure someone was going to do
it! It is also partly my fault that you
didn't get a membership reminder in the
last issue. The Membership secretary
post was at the time not occupied. We
now have a keen volunteer in that post he
is keen that it will be a more friendly
experience than it has been of late.

the hirers just said
it wasn't available
when we needed it.
Chris and the
Welland Valley
Vintage Traction
Club came to our
rescue. Chris had
the engine delivered
to their HQ where he spent some time
polishing it up and fitting much better
wooden runners.

It arrived at Foxton one evening on a
trailer along with a mini four wheel drive
tractor. Once on the pallet truck it was
Moving the Bolinder
strapped to the tractor and towed round
to the BoilerHouse. Once inside it could
You have probably had enough of this
be moved on the pallet truck and they
engine by now but this about moving it. It
came with an engine lift to fit the
is a very heavy lump. The exhaust
exhaust. We had to add extra timber
expansion box pictured on the back of
underneath to allow the removal of the
the mini tractor was to heavy for two
pallet truck. All sounds easy but it was
men to shift. Lift trucks we could rent
quite an operation involving half a dozen
were mostly to big for the path. Penny
men. Ok it was a bit last of the summer
found one to rent but it didn't happen,

wine, but it was also very much in the
spirit of past Foxton Work Parties
involving people like Dave Goodwin, Trevor
Towers and myself. It took until 9.30
before I could get away and the others
still had to return the borrowed
equipment.

The Museum

The bulk of my time at the museum is
being used to train Elaine to use our
computer collections database. She has
used an earlier version in the past so she
is getting on well with it. We will be going
to a few training days looking at dealing
with the backlog, which we hope may
result in a grant to pay for my time to
save costs for the museum.

Birmingham

Museums have “subject specialist
networks”. Ours is the waterways
museums. These are useful to us in two
ways. As a small museum we don’t have
experienced colleagues to discuss policy

with and we can talk about what they are
doing in their own museums. There could
be some co-operation and we can pinch
good ideas to put into practice at Foxton
and avoid things which didn't work
elsewhere. The venue for the most recent
one was in the heart of Birmingham and
Penny asked me to attend. I did come
back with a sizable list of possibilities in
including perhaps borrowing an exhibition
from the London Canal Museum. The next
one will be much closer probably Stoke
Bruerne!
It is years since I visited this part
of Birmingham and that was by boat. I
was having Katherine my old wooden half
narrowboat re-planked in Wolverhampton.
Then it was a very shabby back door sort
of place. The canal wasn't used much and
there was even still a bit of commercial
boating going on. Semi derelict factories
backed on to the canal some still turning
out heavy lumps of metal. I knew it had all
changed I had seen the pictures but
never visited. I hate cities and had to
drive to the centre. I hate multi storey

car parks and had to park on the top
floor. Leaving by the wrong exit I asked a
security man which way to go, the
entrance was by canal. But the canals are
now clean and in a canyon of multi story
buildings a vibrant place where people
walk to get around the city. I miss the
industrial landscape, it went well with
canals, but I have to admit that some of
what has been done is not bad. It is now
the front door not the back. This is one

Gas street Basin still has some character
and some great boats.

of the major sets of junctions on the
canal and with a couple of false starts,
going I the wrong direction I eventually
found the venue. Cambrian House I
assumed to be another tower block so I
was standing near to it when I asked
someone where it was. It is a toll canal
property which some how survived the
redevelopment. The following pictures
will give you a flavour of the place in
modern times.

Cambrian House

Farmers Bridge Locks and the
BT tower

Old Turn Junction BCN and
Birmingham and Fazeley, canals
with the National Sea Life
Centre.

Members Update
By Sean Park
As many of you are aware after many
years of sterling work looking after
membership matters Val has passed the
baton on. To many of you this article also
introduces me!
Membership renewals into the New Year
have progressed well – there are almost
300 full members of the trust and the
donations made by all contribute
significantly to allowing the trust to
further its objectives – Thank you to all.
In terms of “Continuous improvement”
some members have commented that the
on-line based membership platform we
use is (and I agree) a little......Abrupt.
During this year we will review and amend
as appropriate!
Linked to this, within this issue of
Informer are details and the forms
relating to the pending new Data
protection rules (GDPR).
Please take a couple of minutes to
complete & return the form (It helps
membership as every year some people
change e-mail addresses and other
communication info) The form allows you
to decide how or if the trust can contact

you outside of purely membership
matters and forwarding future
Informer`s.
For those of you that like a little Puzzle –
A special prize (Foxton fridge magnet)
will go to the first person who can
correctly guess my age when the photo of
me was taken!

Work has started
on a dipping platform
primarily for schools.

The Festival by Ann Bushby
Well it doesn’t seem possible but by
Not to
the time you read this the Festival will
be outdone
almost be upon us.
in the arena
we have the
I thought I’d give you a bit of
information about what we’re doing this return of
year at the Festival. First of all as many the ever
popular
of you will already know we were
successful with a £10,000 Lottery Grant ferret
racing this time on both days. Last time
to expand the entertainment offered
they came I have never seen so many
both in the arena and on the two music
kids wanting to have a go. As a major
stages.
attraction in the arena we have Vander
To start off with the music we have Super Heroes Double Space Wheel show
attracted two big headline acts one for performing at regular intervals
Saturday night and the other Sunday
throughout the show. We also have
afternoon. On Saturday night we have
medieval re-enactors and the ever
King King performing a premier blues
popular Fun Dog Show.
rock band who have been touring UK and
Europe in the lead up to the highlight of All this and lots of boats!
their year – OUR FESTIVAL! We’ve also
Hopefully we have something to
got two of our previous very popular acts interest and entertain you over the
on the Saturday Goldwater – considered Festival weekend and we look forward to
seeing you and meeting our members at
Leicester’s finest hard edge rock band
the Festival, oh and don’t forget to tell
(whatever that means) and Hashtags.
all your friends – don’t keep all the
On the Sunday we have The Rutles a
excitement to yourselves we want
multimillion selling act from the creator
everyone to know about this years
of Spamalot, Bonzo Dog Band and Monty Festival.
Python.
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Contractors for CRT are refurbishing the supports for the signage ready for new
CRT branded signs. This one was in serious need.

The Bolinder, nearly finished.
Some extra lighting and a
screen to fix but it is in place
at last. Plenty of shiny bits to
buff up if staff or volunteers
get time. (I have always
wanted to see an exhibit like
this in the museum, I am now a
happy man! MGB)

